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Overview
• The following is a summary of notes and comments from the
December 2, 2020 CRIN Webinar “IP Barriers to Innovation in
Oil & Gas”
• All comments are unattributed and are solely reflections of the
panelists and participants as shared in the webinar.
• Access the video recording of the webinar at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mm3By28TTJo&t=10s
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IP Barriers to Innovation in Oil & Gas
1. CRIN overview
2. IP Barriers webinar description
3. Key messages from webinar presentation by Ian Buchanan,
VP Technical Services, Exergy Solutions Inc.
4. IP Barriers webinar summary of perspectives by stakeholder type
5. Appendix 1 – IP Barriers webinar presentation by Ian Buchanan,
VP Technical Services, Exergy Solutions Inc.
6. Appendix 2 – Panelist bios and contact information
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CRIN
Vision
• Canada is a global leader in producing clean hydrocarbons from source to end
use.
How we’ll achieve the vision
• Engage innovators from across Canada and around the world to respond to
the market pull of Canada’s oil and gas sector
• Create a network of networks leveraging existing organizations, networks,
events and funding where possible to drive results
• Ensure transparency and fairness in funding: engage widely, measure and
report
12/02/2020
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CRIN’s role as amplifier / connector
CRIN aims to create connections and
collisions between the many nodes
across the innovation ecosystem
regionally, nationally and
internationally.
Solutions to today’s energy challenges
require an understanding of the entire
innovation system and how pieces fit
together.
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Webinar Description
• Title: IP Barriers to Innovation in Oil & Gas: Perspectives, Challenges and Alternative Models to
“Big Payout or Bust” Approach
• Moderator: Richard Venerus, Venerus Advisory Partners

• Panelists: Ian Buchanan (Exergy Solutions); Marty Reed (Evok Innovations); and John Goetz
(EnerNEXT Partners)
• Panelists explored the underlying problem in how innovators get rewarded for ideas:
• Is there a way to co-develop technology and IP with shared reward and shared risk between
innovators and producers right from the beginning, to accelerate the process and reduce
barriers? What does that look like?
• Webinar participants were encouraged to share their perspectives and experiences, including
ideas on alternative models and…
• The underlying motivations driving behaviors to protect or leverage IP
• Alternative models to IP strategies
• Successes from other industries and business models to accelerate innovation
• Challenges with an industry operator/producer gated IP development process
• Conditions for successful IP strategies
12/02/2020
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Attendees from many sectors
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Presentation 1 Key Messages:
Ian Buchanan, Exergy Solutions
• The perceived value of IP ownership needs to be challenged
• The risk-reward balance needs to be properly assessed, as too much
risk too often does not lead to large payouts
• A licensing approach rarely achieves large profits in this sector
• In reality, massive profits through royalties is rarely seen
• A different approach is required – one option is Innovator/Producer
Co-Development model which can accelerate development;
however, IP co-ownership is not recommended
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Innovator perspectives
• Too little focus on assessing Total Available Market and determining
whether it is large enough to support new technology development is what
slows the investment and focus on commercialization.
• IP creation often reduces the agility of technology development teams.
Can't pivot as they lock in the technology too early.
• Need to assess whether you are trying to build company with IP as its
footing or not. Most, such as service or legal companies, etc., do not
• Technology companies need to decide if they are an IP company or a
service company! Most are not, but think they are.
• International patent process can break you.
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Innovator perspectives (cont’d)
• Whether a tech co should own IP depends on:
• Strength and impact of technology
• Market size
• Capital required to commercialize IP (could be $100M just to get in the
game and prove out the technology)
• Need to find early stage partner if you are a garage entrepreneur
• Cost of first commercial pilot – if low (rare) then don’t licence
• Strength of the team
• Hugely caution early stage companies from developing through building
out debt. Pursue grants aggressively. EVOK companies leverage their
corporate investment by 3:1.
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Innovator perspectives (cont’d)
• An on-going seesaw competition between pushing further along the CRL
(Commercial Readiness Level) and TRL (Technology Readiness Level)
spectrums is the strategic playing field for potentially commercially viable
solutions development
• What can we learn from other industries?
• Google. Software world. Not completely open source. Add value on top
or around IP. Always ahead!
• Heavy industry is not software. Need to address high barrier to entry
due to high capital costs and high sunk costs. It's hard to build a
business on three sales every 10 years.
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Innovator perspectives (cont’d)
Regarding a licensing strategy:
• Ideal is licensing with a strategic partner and then get to royalty
• Could license while still in development, though it’s tough to do this
• Don’t have to operate business or facility once technology is perfected
But…
• Negotiations can be long and protracted
• Legal fees are high, and success not guaranteed
• Get the right license! Most relationships end badly. Most don’t want to
enter a licence agreement, even though you may be bringing a lot of
value.
• Not many licencing success stories
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Industry perspectives
• Most webinar participants (via survey) felt that industry protects IP equally for a
competitive advantage as well as to maintain the freedom to operate. The freedom to use
other service providers was also mentioned.
• What is your objective?
• If it is to deploy, don’t need to own it
• If it is to be an operator, execution is key
• Joint ownership of IP is a “terrible idea;” not in operators best interest; slows process
• Operators need to separate out freedom to operate from IP. Let the tech cos own IP.
• Do producers really need IP? What technologies can we point to where producers had a
clear competitive advantage over the long term? Most technologies end up commonplace across industry without material benefits accrued to the operator with the initial IP.
• Producers would be far better to negotiate on commercial terms rather than joint IP
ownership (discounts on commercial equipment, Most Favoured Nation, royalties,
exclusivity, etc.)
12/02/2020
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Industry perspectives
Operator Perspective:
• Maybe IP is a necessary evil. Who would develop an idea just to give it
away? Has anyone been rewarded for an idea when they did not protect
their IP?
• The real opportunity is for each entity (inventor/developer/operator/etc.)
to understand the role they play in the system and be realistic about the
rents they will collect vis a vis their input and risk.
• In a competitive business with marginal fields, IP ownership is more than
freedom to operate, it's competitive and potentially existential.
If IP is core to operator’s business, then you should buy it in its entirety.
Don’t develop joint IP – will kill technology. Semi ownership will delay
things by an order of magnitude.
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Industry perspectives
• Industry is too risk averse, as is the culture in Canada.
• One participant looking at a process to use in situ combustion to recover
energy and cracked compounds from depleted medium/heavy oil
reservoirs with up to 80% of the original oil left in ground. 15 billion
barrels at depths less than 1000 m, which is free fuel and some reusable
infrastructure. But…have had more interest from people in California than
Calgary. (30 years experience in oil and gas, including 13 in Canada, 17
overseas.)
• Industry needs to take their individual “corporate hats” off when
collaborating, as they did in AOSTRA.
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Government perspectives
• Companies in oil and gas clean tech get way more traction in Europe
and the US before Canadian uptake.
• Need incentives e.g., the 45Q program in the US via carbon capture
as an example.
• Need grant dollars to cover soft costs! Customer discovery, legal. Grants
need to consider CRL, not just TRL!
• Current government is doing a much better job of listening to innovators
and industry at this point in time
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Academia perspectives
• Historically battle starts with universities. They have done a disservice as it
puts company on shaky ground right out of gate.
• University of Calgary is trying to improve. Best thing they can do is to take
IP and try to commercialize and support, but don’t try to take royalties.
• A lot of tech cos stay in universities because corporates don’t want to then
get into negotiations with universities.
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Snappy Quotes
Q. “How do you make a small fortune in the oil and gas
industry?”
A. “Start with a large fortune.”

“Victory has 100 fathers...defeat is an orphan.”
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Appendix 1
Ian Buchanan, Exergy Solutions,
Presentation
12/02/2020
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Accelerating Innovation for a better lifE

Accelerating Innovation in Oil and Gas - IP Barriers
Get rich or bust!
The perceived value of IP and why fear and greed gets in the
way of innovation.

Patent business model for Innovators

Innovator
Patent Licensing Risk up front with a big payout at the end (delayed reward)
($$$/bbl)
IP
Ownership

IDEA

Testing
Legal Fees
IP Searches
Time (Salaries)

Someone could
steal my idea…
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Producer
Gate 1
(it’s a doozy)

More Testing
Engineering
Business Cases
Proposals
Risk Evaluations
Legal Fees
Marketing (Conferences, Webinars)

TRL 4-7
Pilots, Demos, and Business Cases

What if there is
no big payoff?

TRL 8-9
Commercial
License

The Big Payoff!!
$$$/bbl oil

Debt and Fear curve
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Government funding will help, but covers only 50-75% of ELIGIBLE expenses – and has to fit their strategy

What other business models are there for innovators?
What is the right balance between risk and reward?

Risk / Up front Debt

Innovator
Patent
Innovator Operating
Innovator
Patent (tolls / $$$$/bbl)
Acquired By Larger
(10%)
Licensing
Company
($$$/bbl)
($$)
(90% Silicon Valley) (<1% success)

Reward
Academia
Co-development
(Licensing $)
Academia
(Licensing $)
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Publish

Innovator/Producer
Co-Development
Innovator/Producer
Trade Secret
Co-Development
(Products/
Trade Secret
Fabrication $$)
(Services/
Exclusivities $)
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The other costs of IP Ownership
IP is by its very nature confrontational and fearful

• NDAs and secrecy reduce collaboration and innovation
• NDAs and IP agreements negotiations take a long time to prepare and
approve, slowing down or even stop development
• A high final license fee, if based on a $/bbl of oil, can scare off
producers.
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The perceived value of IP Ownership

Road is littered with failed technology companies and IP violations
Perceived Value

Reality

IP ownership will protect Once you patent, your idea will be public – others will work around it
my idea from competitors. You will also have to pay to protect it
You will likely settle
Examples: Wedge Wells, Chemical Additives
IP ownership will make me
rich by selling the
technology, selling
licenses, or creating an
operating company.

The cost to develop the technology may outlast your ability to stay
solvent before you sell or implement.
Examples: N-Solv, ETX Technology, VAPEX

IP Ownership will get me
government funding

Most government agencies also recognize trade secrets/know-how as
ownership of an idea, as long as there are not existing patents.
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Creating operating company magnifies the risk/reward
Examples: THAI, ET Energy
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Appendix 2
Panelist Bios
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John Goetz, Principal,
EnerNEXT Partners
John Goetz is a lawyer and co-founder and principal at EnerNEXT Partners. John has
extensive experience advising clients in the energy and cleantech sector regarding
corporate commercial matters. He also has significant experience with large oil sands
construction and infrastructure projects, mergers and acquisitions and operational matters.
John helps cleantech clients navigate the path to commercialization of their technologies
and assists renewable energy projects throughout the development, construction and
commercial operation process. A key advantage John brings is the integration of emission
reduction monetization and valuation into the financial model. He enjoys working with earlystage companies; has advised on some of Canada’s first carbon capture and sequestration
projects; and works with clients developing ground-breaking carbon capture and utilization
technologies. He's passionate about helping clients involved in converting waste to energy
and other valuable products.

john.goetz@enernext.ca
12/02/2020
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Richard Venerus, Founder & Principal,
Venerus Advisory Partners
Richard is the Founder and Principal at Venerus Advisory Partners (“VAP”), a professional advisory
(established in 2011) with a goal of helping its private and public sector clients have more
productive and profitable business relationships. VAP combines the storied expertise of its partners
with the application of a unique, collaborative approach to the management of commercial
relationships.
Richard has over 20 years of experience in procurement, contracting and commercial management
in a diverse set of industries, including construction. He is a qualified (now recovering) lawyer,
certified in Construction Law and holds a MBA from the Schulich School of Business. Richard is
professionally trained or certified in a number of related disciplines: Project Management, Change
Management, Construction Contract Administration, Adult Learning and Development, Mediation,
Arbitration – and the unique ISO standard 44001 for Collaborative Working.

richard@veneruspartners.com
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Marty Reed, CEO, EVOK Innovations
A longtime Silicon Valley executive and investor, Marty Reed moved to Vancouver in
2015 to launch Evok Innovations.
Prior to Evok, Marty was a Partner with The Roda Group, a San Francisco Bay based,
early-stage venture capital firm focused on clean technology. In that capacity, Marty lead
investments and served on the board of directors for mOasis, Inventys, Gridtential and
Axine.
Prior to joining The Roda Group, Marty held senior leadership positions at Roda Group
companies Cardstore.com (acquired by American Greetings), Game Ready and Ask
Jeeves (acquired by InterActiveCorp). Marty holds an MBA from John F. Kennedy
University and a BSc in Mathematics from Carnegie Mellon. He began his career as a
Lieutenant in the United States Navy.
marty@evokinnovations.com
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Ian Buchanan,
VP Technical Services, Exergy Solutions
Ian is an innovative and agile Engineering Leader and Senior Process Engineer with more
than 25 years of experience (mainly in oil & gas).
Ian has a history of identifying and developing novel and practical solutions to industry
challenges by solving the tough problems that most people give up on.
Ian started his career at the AOSTRA Underground Test Facility, was a plant operator in
the 90’s, and then spent 12 years at Jacobs Engineering designing and building major
processing facilities. He then spent 5 years with Jacobs Consultancy evaluating new
technologies for both inventors and operating companies.
He spent 8 years at Husky as Director of Operational Excellence, responsible for
developing and deploying new technologies like a 500 bpd partial upgrading pilot, and
helping to found the WTDC. He is now with Exergy Solutions, where he is working on the
development of a number of new technologies and process improvements.
IBuchanan@exergysolutions.com
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